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PROLOGUE
HALLOWEEN HANK CAPTURES THE NDW DIMENSIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP
In March of 2135, Halloween Hank defeated Di-Smash in the finals of a tournament to crown a new NDW
Dimensional Champion. In a controversial decision by NDW officials, all championships were vacated at the
beginning of 2135. A massive round-robin tournament was scheduled that featured the majority of the NDW
roster. Halloween Hank won his bracket and later, the vacated NDW Dimensional Championship.
Last year Halloween Hank had broken his silence to declare that he would capture the NDW Dimensional
Championship or he would disband the Holiday Horror team. Hank achieved that goal early in the year, now
Holiday Horror is in NDW to stay.
STRANGE ENERGY SURROUNDING THE MYTHICAL WARRIORS
The Cheese has been monitoring energy readings in his search for KnightFall’s missing Ring of Power.
Recently he has noticed that when the Mythical Warriors make their dramatic entrance to the ring, residual
cosmic energy lingers in the area for a few seconds then quickly dissipates.
Intrigued but not convinced it was the same energy as that put out by the Ring of Power, The Cheese decided
to further investigate. He set up his own sensor equipment, that he had invented, at the entrance area before
any matches involving the Mythical Warriors. Sure enough, cosmic energy was left behind as they teleported
onto the scene.
The Cheese continued to record the energy readings from each of the Mythical Warriors entrances. Cosmic
energy was left behind each time, but oddly enough, its characteristics would change slightly each time. The
Cheese is convinced that this energy is on the same wavelength as that of the Ring of Power and is now
conducting a full investigation.
HUNTER GREEN FINALLY DEBUTS IN NDW
After years of buildup and speculation, the Black and Blue Wrestling Academy’s star pupil is finally ready to
make his NDW debut! Hunter Green has arrived at NDW, and his manager, “Black and Blue” Bob Hagar has
called a press conference in Chicago, IL to announce Hunter Green’s triumphant entrance to NDW.
A few hundred wrestling fans have gathered outside the Black and Blue Wrestling Academy where “Black and
Blue” Bob Hagar is set to introduce the newest member of Hagar’s Soldiers, Hunter Green.
Bob Hagar: Thank you all for coming to this landmark day in Next Dimension Wrestling history!
There is little reaction from the audience in attendance.
Reporter: Thank you Mr. Hagar for appearing today and taking my questions.
Bob Hagar: It is my pleasure! Hunter Green is a once in a lifetime athlete. He is literally a trained assassin and
will turn the tide in my favor over Larry’s little group.

Reporter: The scouting report on Hunter Green is amazing. Former Army Ranger, Black Ops specialist,
government assassin, just to name a few of his many accomplishments.
Bob Hagar: All of those things are true, plus he has been trained at the greatest wrestling school on the
planet, the Black and Blue Wrestling Academy, by yours truly!
Reporter: Hunter Green has all the training and talent to be a main event guy in NDW, but let’s not forget, he
is coming off of a career threatening injury.
Bob Hagar’s joy and excitement quickly turns to anger! Hunter Green steps up next to Bob Hagar at the
podium.
Bob Hagar: You’re right! A year ago, a coward attacked this man right before his scheduled debut. This
derailed Hagar’s Soldiers in 2135, but I can assure you, Hunter Green is ready! I am also here to announce
that we are currently investigating this crime and new evidence has been discovered.
Hagar signals to the side of the stage and NDW newcomer, rRagingRhino emerges with a laptop computer
and several drones.
rRagingRhino: That’s right, Bob! I was in attendance the night that Hunter Green was attacked. I bring this
recording equipment with me wherever I go. I’m going to review all of this footage until I find the needle in a
haystack and bring the attacker to justice.
Bob Hagar: Thank you, Rhino! As we have discussed earlier, if you are able to identify the piece of crap that
did this, you will be given a permanent spot on Hagar’s Soldiers!
rRagingRhino: Let’s roll!
A large German shepherd pops out from amongst the crowd and leaves with rRagingRhino.
Bob Hagar: I know there has been a lot of speculation as to who carried out this attack. Many are saying it
was someone from The Last Knight’s squad. I don’t think that’s the case. I don’t like Larry, but a sneak attack
isn’t his style. I have my suspicions…
Just then Jet Black and Navy Blue come onto the stage escorting León Volador, who is bound.
Bob Hagar: León Volador, you had the most to gain from Hunter Green being taken out! The rest of the team
already thinks you did it, so why not come clean?
León Volador: I wasn’t even on this planet that night!
Jet Black knees León Volador in the gut!
León Volador: It’s true! Check the flight records on my ship! I was home, on Andromeda. My sister had a baby
that weekend! I was visiting my baby niece.

Jet Black and Navy Blue look at each other and throw León Volador on the ground. Hunter Green approaches
León Volador with a large boot knife. It appears as though Green is going to attack León Volador, but he
instead cuts his binds.
Bob Hagar: We will be looking into that, and if I find out that you’re lying to me, there will be hell to pay! Hunter
Green is capable of a lot more with that knife.
León Volador gets up and stands side by side with Hunter Green, Jet Black, and Navy Blue.
Bob Hagar: Since my team is under attack, I’m now officially announcing that I will be at ringside for all of my
team’s matches.
Reporter: Didn’t you have an agreement with The Last Knight, that neither of you would be at ringside with
your wrestlers?
Bob Hagar: That was before someone started to target my team with gutless attacks! If Larry has a problem
with that, he can find me in the ring. I’ll beat his old ass all the way back to Paris!
After making his bombshell announcement, “Black and Blue” Bob Hagar leads Hunter Green, Jet Black, Navy
Blue, and León Volador off the stage.

2136 HEADLINES
CANDY APPLE TAKES CONTROL OF HOLIDAY HORROR
Halloween Hank and his Holiday Horror team were in the ring celebrating after another big victory. The team
has been on a bit of a roll after Hank had captured the NDW Dimensional Championship. Suddenly, the lights
go out in the arena. An orange haze surrounds the ringside area and an unknown woman emerges through the
curtain carrying a large golden cane with an apple on the end of it. Roadkill Raccoon scurries around the ring
in fear. Pete Cottontail, Unlucky, and Jacklyn Snow back off into the corners of the ring as Halloween Hank
stands in the center. The mysterious woman enters the ring and grabs a microphone.
Mystery Woman: Hahahahahaha! This is the great Halloween Hank? You make me laugh!
Halloween Hank: Candy Apple, what the hell are you doing here?
Candy Apple: Hahaha! Hank, this is a coup! That’s what I’m doing here… Ha ha!
Halloween Hank: Really? What makes you think you can do that?
Candy Apple: She told me, that’s what! Hee hee!
The other members of Holiday Horror come to Hank’s side.
Halloween Hank: What do you mean, “She told me?”
Candy Apple: You know who I’m talking about! Hahahaha, and she wants you gone!
The members of Holiday Horror all look at one another and slink back into the corners of the ring.
Halloween Hank: Why? I became Champion! I kept my promise!
Candy Apple: Haha! Really? Three years of failure and you think she’s going to forgive you? Holiday Horror is
NOT disbanding! Haha! She is keeping the team together, without you!
Halloween Hank: I guess I have no choice… If this order came from her, I won’t put up a fight.
Halloween Hank walks up to each of the members of Holiday Horror and whispers something to them before
leaving the ring. After Hank is halfway up the ramp, Candy Apple grabs Roadkill Raccoon. She throws the
rodent up into the air and swings her cane like a baseball bat and sends the rascally rodent into the tenth row!
Candy Apple: Hahahahaha! Home run! Heehee! Rat, you are fired! Hahahahahaha!
The other members of Holiday Horror barely react to this heinous attack. Halloween Hank doesn’t bother with
the situation either as he exits the ringside area.
Candy Apple: Now that we’ve taken care of that, hahahaha, let’s get down to business! Let me introduce the
newest member of Holiday Horror, the Greek god of love and desire, Dark Eros!

Suddenly a winged figure soars, quite shakily, out to the ring. He looks like an angel! The crowd breaks out into
a thunderous ovation for this new wrestler.
Dark Eros: I can feel the love! Thank you so much. Ladies and gentlemen, if you’d like the night of your life, I
am staying at the Red Roof Inn down the road, room 113. Meet me there!
Candy Apple: There will be plenty of time for that later! Right now, hahahahaha, NDW, you are on notice!
Holiday Horror is no longer a joke! You have been warned! Hahahaha! Hee hee!
The team exits the ringside area as fans are clamoring to get over the security rail to get to Dark Eros!
THE SHADOW EVENT
The Cheese had created a device that can harness cosmic energy. He was using this device to collect data on
the energy emitted by Battle Axe’s use of the Propylaea to teleport him and Broadsword to the ring. The
Cheese had previously discovered that the cosmic energy left behind by the Propylaea was an almost exact
match to the residual energy left by KnightFall’s Ring of Power on his battle armor. The Ring of Power has
been missing for three years, and The Cheese is hoping that if he collects enough cosmic energy, that he will
be able to use that energy to locate the missing ring.
For several months, The Cheese successfully collected energy from the ringside area after every match
involving Battle Axe. Then things took a dramatic turn…
The Mythical Warriors had just defeated Creature Feature in a tag team match. As Battle Axe and Broadsword
were leaving the ring, Wheebo Rodes and Mee’la Twi’ek arrived carrying a large plasma cannon.
Wheebo Rodes: Okay, stop right there!
Battle Axe and Broadsword stop dead in their tracks and put their hands up!
Broadsword: What is going on? Don’t point that thing at us!
Mee’la Twi’ek grabs The Cheese’s energy collector. She pulls out the power cell containing the cosmic energy
and attaches it to the plasma cannon. The energy weapon lights up. At this point Jibbs Warrior, a good friend
of the Mythical Warriors, runs out to the ringside area. He is followed by the Protectors of the Galaxy.
Biordi: What are you doing?
Mee’la Twi’ek: Our job! This is why we are here!
Jibbs Warrior: Battle Axe, use the Propylaea! Get out of here!
Battle Axe raises the Propylaea high into the air. He is going to cut through time and space to escape! Before
he can swing the Propylaea forward, the plasma cannon goes off! It is a direct hit on the Propylaea! The ax
shatters into a million microscopic pieces. Inside the head of the ax is a floating ring with a glowing red energy.
KnightFall: What the f…

Suddenly, the ring, which is KnightFall’s Ring of Power explodes in a tremendous ring of light!
Wheebo Rodes: Mission accomplished!
In the confusion of what has transpired, Wheebo Rodes and Mee’la Twi’ek quickly exit the arena and jump into
their ship that they had left running. They were gone before anyone realizes what has happened!
Battle Axe was severely injured by the blast! He is doubled over in pain. Then things took a dramatic turn for
the worse. Battle Axe started to become transparent until he finally faded from vision. Only his shadow
remained for a few seconds, before also disappearing!
Broadsword: This can’t be! The Propylaea is indestruct…
Before he could finish what he was saying, Broadsword met the same fate as his partner. In fact, the same
thing began to happen to more of the wrestlers at ringside! KnightFall was next, followed by Jibbs Warrior.
Even Murky Waters and Lycan Moon gradually faded from existence.
Biordi: What just happened? Where did those damn aliens go?
The Cheese and Captain Adam: Space Pirate ran after them, but they were too late! Wheebo Rodes and
Mee’la Twi’ek were long gone!
Biordi: Someone go find the Monster Mash guys! Let them know what happened!
Before anyone could get backstage, Gretchen The Great appears at ringside area looking extremely upset.
Gretchen The Great: They’re all gone! Each and every one of them are gone…
Biordi: Who is gone?
Gretchen The Great: Adam Prometheus, Vladimir Plasma, and the others that were out here. They all just
vanished before my eyes.
Rob Craig hasn’t moved! He is just staring at the spot where Jibbs Warrior was standing, right before he
disappeared. The Cheese and Captain Adam returned from the back with bad news.
The Cheese: It’s worse than we thought! While we were looking for Wheebo and Mee’la, we discovered that
Goddess Galene is gone as well as Ooolahg.
Biordi: This sucks! What happened to them?
The Cheese: I don’t know, but I think they used the cosmic energy I’ve been collecting to power that weapon. I
don’t think they were trying to kill anyone, but rather destroy the Propylaea!
Biordi: Let’s get to work on figuring out what happened here! I know we will be able to bring them back. We
just have to figure out what to do.

Everyone leaves the ringside area. Gretchen The Great accompanies the Protectors of the Galaxy to their
headquarters. Rob Craig stayed behind waiting for something else to happen, but it never did.
The final disappearance tally, of what has come to be known as the Shadow Event is Battle Axe, Broadsword,
Jibbs Warrior, KnightFall, Murky Waters, Lycan Moon, Adam Prometheus, Vladimir Plasma, Goddess Galene,
and Ooolahg all vanishing from existence! Their fate is yet to be determined. NDW will never be the same!
SOCIAL BUTTERFLY IN CHRYSALIS
Over the past several months, Social Butterfly had been dealing with a lot of physical problems. She has been
experiencing painful migraine headaches and chronic fatigue. The pain has gotten so unbearable, that she has
decided to step away from active competition until she feels better. Social Butterfly was evaluated by the NDW
medical staff and referred to a neurologist.
After several tests and procedures, the doctors were unable to find anything physically wrong with Social
Butterfly. Social Butterfly was relieved that the tests had all come back negative, but she is still dealing with the
pain and is nervous that she has not gotten any answers.
In December of 2135, Social Butterfly was reported missing when she failed to make two consecutive
appointments with her neurologist. Local authorities searched her apartment. Social Butterfly was nowhere to
be found. However, a large chrysalis was found in her bed.
Forensic investigators were able to determine that the DNA of the chrysalis is a match for Social Butterfly. The
chrysalis has been moved to a medical facility to be monitored. It is safe to assume that Social Butterfly is
going through some type of metamorphosis, but what will she be when her transformation is complete?
C.M. PECK DEBUTS AND INTRODUCES THE DENOMINATION
Cardinal Maximoff has had a rough time during his NDW career. His own team has treated him like a joke from
day one as he was forced into a series of matches against the women’s wrestler, Bomb Chelle. He has been
reduced to an alternate of the team and has been growing more and more frustrated. He finally broke and
challenged his rival, Bomb Chelle to a match, but not just any match, a luchas de apuestas, Mask vs. Hair!
Ultimately, Cardinal Maximoff lost the match and was forced to unmask. This is when things got a little weird! It
turns out, Cardinal Maximoff was an AniMan all along. More specifically, a parakeet! Embarrassed, Cardinal
Maximoff vanished from NDW for several weeks, until calling this press conference.
Cardinal Maximoff: I have had a lot of time to think about my life, my career, and my faith. It has been several
weeks since I was last in an NDW ring. Do you think any of my fellow Birds of Prey brethren have checked in
with me? NO! Not one phone call, email, or text! Not one! For all they know, I could have been dead! They
could care less about me.
Eagle Richards, Falcon Parker, and Raven Stark come out to the ringside area. Cardinal Maximoff stops them
before they reach the ring.
Cardinal Maximoff: Stop right there! I’m not done. I have a lot I need to say.
The Birds of Prey stop before getting into the ring. Falcon Parker is pointing and laughing at Cardinal Maximoff.

Cardinal Maximoff: Laugh it up, you prideful miscreant! Your day is coming. When He returns, you won’t have
anything to laugh about!
Falcon Parker slides into the ring with Eagle Richards and Raven Stark following behind.
Falcon Parker: Look, C.M., we don’t want to fight you. You’re delusional! There are three of us and just one of
you! We like you, buddy, but you’re not making any sense.
Cardinal Maximoff: C.M.? Hmmm, I kind of like that! Call me C.M. Peck!
All the Birds of Prey break out in laughter! All but Raven Stark, that is. She looks rather concerned for her
teammate.
C.M. Peck: You really think you have the upperhand, don’t you? That is pretty funny!
Suddenly three masked figures appear! There are two men, one wearing an Eagle Richards mask and the
other a Falcon Parker mask and a woman wearing a Raven Stark mask. The three unknown attackers surprise
the Birds of Prey and get the jump on them! After a quick beatdown, the unconscious Birds of Prey are tossed
out of the ring.
C.M. Peck: You have mocked me for the last time! Let me introduce you to the Denomination! We are
preparing NDW for His return!
The three masked individuals remove their masks to reveal Buck Blake, B.A. Jerk, and La Belleza!
C.M. Peck: For years NDW has feared these great men! Buck Blake and B.A. Jerk have been fighting against
each other since day one! Why? Because NDW officials didn’t want them fighting anyone else! They wanted
them to be controlled. Well, no more! I have set them free. From now on, they are on the same page! A tag
team known as the Bucking Jerks!
Buck Blake and B.A. Jerks shake hands! This is unprecedented!
C.M. Peck: La Belleza, she has been doing His work since she arrived in NDW. All the women around here
have issues with their own vanity! La Belleza is trying to humble them before His arrival! She will not stop until
she lays the severed locks of every woman in NDW at His feet!
La Belleza holds up her shears and opens and closes them several times with an arrogant smirk on her face.
C.M. Peck: NDW positioned all of us to be nothing but misfits and losers. Well, not anymore! Now we play for
keeps. La Belleza, do His work!
La Belleza rolls out of the ring and grabs Raven Stark! Buck Blake and B.A. Jerk each hold onto one of her
arms as La Belleza grabs her by the hair with scissors in hand.
Just then, a giant masked man rushes the ring before any of Raven’s hair is cut and double clotheslines Buck
Blake and B.A. Jerk from behind! He then hits C.M. Peck with a running boot to the face! La Belleza is all alone
in the ring with him and realizes it’s time to retreat.

The big man picks up the microphone.
C. Hawk McCoy: Seriously, bro! You didn’t think you would be replaced? You were yesterday’s news two days
ago! I am Calvin “Hawk” McCoy, but you can call me C. Hawk! I’m the newest Bird of Prey!
The Denomination exits the ringside area as C. Hawk McCoy tends to his fallen teammates.
INTERGENDER MATCHES BANNED IN NDW
In a shocking move by NDW owners, The Last Knight and “Black and Blue” Bob Hagar, they agreed to put an
end to intergender matches within NDW. Many see this as a controversial decision as NDW had always seen
women as being equal to men in the past. Many women on the roster are very upset by this announcement.
None more than Di-Smash, who has made a career of competing against men!
The fans are also unhappy with the decision. They feel, like a lot of the female talent, that this has taken away
a lot of opportunities for the women. There is a petition on the NDW fan site to create a women’s tag team
championship to help bring new levels of competition to the PWOTG division.
Neither The Last Knight or Bob Hagar were willing to comment on this new rule.
HEADHUNTER TRAVIS DEADLY QUITS THE DEADLY ALLIANCE
In an attempt to add some depth to the Deadly Alliance roster, Jon Heel brought in the controversial, Hot Date
Perry. This move was quickly met by a lot of confusion. Hot Date Perry has had a reputation of being unreliable
in the past. It would be common for him to miss bookings and events. These problems have been well
documented. However, Jon Heel sees this as his best shot to bring Hot Date Perry into the fold, as the
Protectors of the Galaxy have been reeling since the aftermath of the Shadow Event.
Headhunter Travis Deadly was furious with Hot Date Perry’s addition to the Deadly Alliance! In fact, Travis
immediately quit the team as a result. Hot Date Perry and Travis Deadly have been involved in a professional
rivalry for nearly a decade. It has now become personal!
For some time now, Headhunter Travis Deadly has not been happy with his position within the Deadly Alliance.
The team was named after him, but he has spent the better part of his run with the team as a tag team
wrestler. His partner, Lance Romance, embraced the idea of the team. When they were on, Travis and Lance
were very successful as Deadly Romance! Travis took it all as an insult the entire time, which many believe
kept the team from being even better. Because of this, Jon Heel was happy to let Travis Deadly go.
Now Hot Date Perry and Lance Romance make up the Wingmen, the top tag team of the Deadly Alliance.
Lance was not excited at first to be paired with Hot Date Perry. He is afraid that Perry will slip back into his
ways of not showing up. After a successful night out on the town, that all changed. Hot Date Perry and Lance
Romance are best buddies now!
With the Protectors of the Galaxy preoccupied with the Shadow Event, this could be the year that the Deadly
Alliance finally takes over NDW. Either that, or they will fall victim to an enraged Protectors team who have a
lot of steam to blow off!

HUNTER GREEN’S ATTACKER REVEALED AT HAGAR’S SOLDIERS PRESS CONFERENCE
Bob Hagar has received word that rRagingRhino has completed his investigation and has evidence to prove
who is responsible for the attack on Hunter Green that put him on the shelf for a year. Bob Hagar has called a
press conference at the Black and Blue Wrestling Academy to go over the findings. All of Hagar’s Soldiers are
in attendance for the announcement.
Bob Hagar: Thank you all for coming today. We have a lot to get to and not a lot of time. rRagingRhino, if you
would, let's get down to business!
rRagingRhino: Thanks you, Mr. Hagar. It has been an honor to work on this investigation. I am so happy that I
am able to assist in bringing these men to justice. If we are to…
Bob Hagar: Will you just get on with it?
rRagingRhino: Yes, sorry! Rather than me talking, let’s just let the video speak for itself.
Suddenly a large projection screen descends on the side of the building. The video begins to play. It is a very
grainy video and very difficult to see what is happening. The video shows Hunter Green pulling up to the arena
in his sports car. When Hunter gets out of the car, he is attacked from behind by a man wielding a pipe. The
video isn’t clear enough to see the man’s face. After the attack, another man, who is clearly Lord Nigel
Turnbuckle III, walks up to the attacker and hands the assailant a briefcase full of money. They shake hands
and leave together.
Bob Hagar: Lord Turnbuckle, you piece of $#!+! How dare you pay someone to attack my best guy!
rRagingRhino: Oh wait! There’s more! Let me just play the cleaned up footage for you!
Bob Hagar: Why didn’t you just do that first?
rRagingRhino plays a second video clip. In this clip the camera zooms in on the face of the attacker. As it
clears before everyone’s eyes, the attacker is revealed to be Lambert! A hush falls over the gathering.
Hunter Green springs toward Lambert and the two men get into a fight! Caught off guard, Hunter Green was
able to get the upper hand on Lambert, but not for long. Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III appears out of nowhere and
hits Hunter Green over the head with his cane! Nigel had been disguised as a photographer.
Bob Hagar: Lambert, you coward! You will pay for this!
rRagingRhino: So does this mean I’m on the team?
Bob Hagar: Get out of here, you idiot!
Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III and Lambert disappear into the crowded streets before making a clean getaway. The
other members of Hagar’s Soldiers scour the city in search of the men responsible for their friend’s injuries, but
they were not able to find them.

RAJAH RING ROYALTY SEEKS RELATIONSHIP HELP FROM DARK EROS
Television cameras follow Rajah Ring Royalty to room 113 at the Red Roof Inn. The frog man knocks on the
door. The door opens and several attractive people start filing out of the room. They are followed by Dark Eros.
Dark Eros: Good night! I hope you all had as much fun as I did.
Dark Eros notices Rajah standing there and looks completely annoyed.
Dark Eros: Jacklyn Snow warned me that you’d be showing up! I was hoping that she was wrong…
Rajah Ring Royalty: Sir, Mr. Eros, you have to help me! I need someone to fall in love with me, or I am
doomed to be a frog forever!
Dark Eros: You expect me to believe this crap? You’re just one of those AniMan things!
Rajah Ring Royalty: No, it’s true! An evil sorceress placed a curse on me. I’m afraid if I don’t find true love
soon, I’m doomed to be a frog forever!
Dark Eros: Let’s say I do help you, what’s in it for me?
Rajah Ring Royalty: You’d gain favor with your future king! You could have whatever your heart desires.
Dark Eros: A frog prince, like the children’s story? This is ridiculous! I already have all that I desire. That’s kind
of my thing! Now get out of here! I have things to do.
Rajah Ring Royalty: I know it sounds crazy, but you have to trust me! The fate of the world depends on me
becoming king. You could save the world!
Dark Eros: Alright, frog legs, I’ll humor you. Did you have someone in mind?
Rajah Ring Royalty: Yes, Bomb Chelle!
Dark Eros: Seriously, the hottest chick in NDW? That’s a hard pass from me! I’ve had my eye on her since I
got here. If you’re that desperate for love, you need to lower your standards.
Rajah Ring Royalty: I thought you had the power to make people fall in love with your magic arrows!
Dark Eros: You little toad! That’s the stupid fat baby, Cupid! That poser Roman god. I’m the real deal!
Rajah Ring Royalty: But you can’t help me! Maybe I’ll find this Cupid character you speak of?
Dark Eros: Watch it, tadpole! I’m the manipulator around here, not you. I see what you’re trying to do!
Honestly, I don’t think it’s wise to try and break one enchantment with another enchantment. It just doesn’t
work that way. I’m afraid you’re on your own.
Rajah Ring Royalty: Could we at least try?

Dark Eros: It’s too dangerous! Honestly though, I’m rooting for you, pollywog. It’s time for you to go now! I
don’t know about love, but there’s some action set to take place here any minute now.
Another group of very attractive people show up outside Dark Eros’ door. Dark Eros lets them in and
slams the door in Rajah Ring Royalty’s face. A downtrodden Rajah sulks away.
Crimson Shadow Returns to the Knights of the Round Table
After a couple of years on his own, Crimson Shadow has returned home to the Knights of the Round Table.
Finally an original member is back on the team! Crimson Shadow claims that the aftermath of the Shadow
Event made him realize that life is too short to be hanging onto grudges. Plus, Crimson Shadow believes that if
it had not been for The Last Knight’s training, he would have never survived his time being trapped in the
Shadow Land.
Since he has had a lot of time to think about what has happened, he knows for sure that the Knights of the
Round Table were duped into believing he had turned on them with the introduction of Red Scare. He
understands that if faced with the same situation, he would probably react the same way.
The Last Knight has quickly returned Crimson Shadow to the top singles spot on the team. Suddenly, the
Knights of the Round Table are the most dominant team in NDW on paper. Now if The Last Knight can keep a
couple of volatile personalities in check on the team, there could be no limits to what they might accomplish!

BORN AGAIN 2136 CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS
THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
The Last Knight (Main Feud: “Black and Blue” Bob Hagar)
Feeling betrayed by his business partner and rival, Bob Hagar, The Last Knight has no choice but to break his
promise and accompany his wrestlers to ringside. The Last Knight is not the type to get involved in his
wrestlers’ matches. He is just there to make sure Bob Hagar does the same thing.
The Last Knight is an all-around good man. He has been training wrestlers for nearly thirty years at the
Knight’s School Wrestling Academy. He is the father of the independent wrestling superstar, TroyBoy, and the
grandfather of Robert Hagar-Knight of Hagar’s Soldiers.
Being a devout Christian and man of faith, The Last Knight lives his life to help others and teach by example.
He holds his team members to a very high standard of morals. This is why Allan Locke was passed over for
the original team but was later welcomed back after cleaning up his act and becoming The White Knight.
At seventy-years-old, The Last Knight is going to step into the ring from time to time to take on his longtime
rival, “Black and Blue” Bob Hagar, who is much younger than Knight. Although he still wants to mix it up in the
ring, The Last Knight has vowed to never fight anyone in his family, this includes his grandson, Robert
Hagar-Knight.
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
Chivalrous Shot - back elbow smash
Camelot Clutch - camel clutch
The Midterm - reverse atomic drop
Pop Quiz - jawbreaker
Round Table Roundhouse - roundhouse kick to the head
Final Exam - grapevine submission
Crimson Shadow (Main Feuds: Hunter Green, Robert Hagar-Knight)
The first man signed to the Knights of the Round Table was Ginger Rogers. Over the past several years,
Rogers has been through a lot. He was brutally attacked and taken out by the Deadly Alliance, he was
impersonated by an evil assassin, and was even sent to a parallel dimension. After spending some time as a
loner, Ginger Rogers has come back home as Crimson Shadow. He has the newest member of Hagar’s
Soldiers, Hunter Green, in his sights.
The White Knight (Main Feuds: Robert Hagar-Knight, Hunter Green, Rajah Ring Royalty)
The Battle of the Knights continues as The White Knight tangles with Robert Hagar-Knight! These two men are
involved in some of the best technical bouts on the card. The White Knight is also set to marry his longtime
girlfriend, Cheri Cola, after popping the question on Christmas Eve. Since their engagement became public, a
jealous Rajah Ring Royalty has become a problem for The White Knight, and the two men have developed a
bit of a rivalry.
Kung Fu Chris (Main Feud: León Volador)
In his breakout year as a singles star, Kung Fu Chris is set to prove himself against the high-flying, León
Volador. Chris was not expecting a singles opportunity this early on, but in a surprise move, The Last Knight

put his former partner, Marvelous Mike into a different tag team. Kung Fu Chris plans to make the most of his
big break.
Di-Smash (Main Feud: Hot Pink)
Now that intergender matches have been banned in NDW, Di-Smash finds herself in a whole new position.
Instead of holding her own against the men in NDW, Di-Smash is now set to dominate the PWOTG division.
Her main focus is Hot Pink of Hagar’s Soldiers. This has put her into an awkward spot with her teammate,
Cheri Cola, who was once in that position.
Marvelous Mike (Main Feuds: Jet Black, Navy Blue)
In an attempt to get Marvelous Mike’s pride under control, The Last Knight has assigned Mike to another tag
team. This time with the biggest guy on the roster, FnKen. Mike was promised to only be on a team with Kung
Fu Chris for one year, and The Last Knight did keep that promise, but this is not what Marvelous Mike had in
mind. Although he does see FnKen as an upgrade over the much smaller, Kung Fu Chris.
FnKen (Main Feuds: Navy Blue, Jet Black)
Being a team player, FnKen was happy to put his singles career on hold for the time being to partner up with
Marvelous Mike as the Super Heavyweights. FnKen feels they have a good shot at carrying the NDW Tag
Team Championship. After denying an invitation to join the Denomination, FnKen finds himself at odds with his
former part-time partner, Buck Blake, but like his manager, FnKen will not fight with his family.
Cheri Cola (Main Feud: Rachel-Gwen Sanders, Eliza Delight, La Belleza)
The bride-to-be has found herself in a new role amongst the Knights of the Round Table. Cheri Cola was once
the top women’s competitor on the team, but now, because of the rule changes, she finds herself in a less
prominent role. Cheri Cola doesn’t seem to mind. She will still accompany her fiance, The White Knight, to the
ring and mix it up with her high school rivals, Rachel-Gwen Sanders and Eliza Delight. Plus she still has to
worry about La Belleza, who has sworn to ruin her wedding day by hacking off all her beautiful long hair before
the wedding ceremony.
HAGAR’S SOLDIERS
“Black and Blue” Bob Hagar (Main Feud: The Last Knight)
Bob Hagar has been a thorn in the side of The Last Knight his entire career. As a young upstart, “Black and
Blue” Bob Hagar went after the aging Knight at the tail end of his career. That rivalry eventually shifted to The
Last Knight’s son, TroyBoy. The latter feud was legendary!
Now the Bob Hagar versus The Last Knight saga has evolved into a battle to determine who is a better teacher
of young wrestlers with each man operating their own wrestling school. Bob Hagar’s Black and Blue Wrestling
Academy in Chicago, IL has turned out several superstars. The whole idea of NDW started as a game of
one-upmanship between the two rival schools.
Now that NDW has expanded to a large roster, the two founders have different ideas on where to take their
brand. The Last Knight wants to keep things conservative, where Hagar plans to expand into the far reaches of
the galaxy. These different visions have led to some very personal attacks between the two. First, Bob Hagar
signed The Last Knight’s grandson, Robert Hagar-Knight to Hagar’s Soldiers. Then most recently, Bob Hagar
has started to accompany his wrestlers to the ring.

Even though Bob Hagar is in his mid-fifties, he will still step into the ring from time to time to take on his old foe,
The Last Knight. It is common to see tag matches of “Black and Blue” Bob Hagar and Hunter Green taking on
The Last Knight and The White Knight or Crimson Shadow.
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
Black and Blue Bash - bionic elbow smash
Bob’s Figure Four - standing figure four leglock
GAMES END - cradle piledriver
Hunter Green (Main Feuds: Crimson Shadow, The White Knight, Lambert, Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III)
One of the most anticipated arrivals in NDW has finally happened. Hunter Green is here! Hunter was supposed
to debut in NDW last year, but a vicious attack by Lambert and Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III put him out of action
for most of the year.
Now Hunter Green is the main star on Hagar’s Soldiers. Unfortunately, he is still dealing with nagging injuries
from the attack. If his matches go on too long, Hunter’s body will start to give up on him. This causes him to
have a very aggressive approach to his matches. His goal is to win as quickly and effectively as possible. He’s
not paid by the hour!
Like most members of Hagar’s Soldiers, Hunter Green has served his country before becoming a wrestler.
Hunter Green is a former member of the United States Army Special Forces. He is highly skilled and trained for
combat. He never speaks of his service time as all of his missions were classified. One thing is certain, Hunter
Green knows a lot of ways to hurt someone.
Hunter Green has a lot on his plate in his rookie year. He is taking on the returning member to the Knights of
the Round Table, Crimson Shadow, their top guy, The White Knight, and he’s also looking for revenge against
the men who took him out, Lambert and Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III!
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
Cutthroat Lancer - lunging clothesline
Primary Target - running leg lariat
Silencer - dragon sleeper with leg grapevine
KILL SHOT - top-rope blockbuster
ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT - poison-rana
Robert Hagar-Knight (Main Feuds: The White Knight, Crimson Shadow, Rajah Ring Royalty)
Robert Hagar-Knight continues his Battle of the Knights feud with The White Knight while also stepping up to
Crimson Shadow. Robert Hagar-Knight has been trying to goad his grandfather into a match, but the veteran,
The Last Knight, knows better than to take the bait. Robert has tried to take his relationship with Rachel-Gwen
Sanders to new heights, but she doesn’t seem interested. She wants to take things slow. Speaking of that
relationship, Rajah Ring Royalty is jealous! He will also challenge Hagar-Knight.
León Volador (Main Feud: Kung Fu Chris)
After his innocence has been proven, León Volador still does not feel like his part of the team. After spending
the better part of a year trying to prove he had nothing to do with the attack on Hunter Green, even though he
had the most to gain, León Volador is left with a bitter taste in his mouth. He is going to try and prove his worth
on the team by taking on Kung Fu Chris.

Hot Pink (Main Feud: Di-Smash)
Now that the rule change has taken effect in NDW and intergender matches have been banned, Hot Pink now
finds herself up against Di-Smash! Hot Pink is laser-focused on proving that she can hold her own against
anyone in the PWOTG division, including the Purple Powerhouse. Hot Pink has a lot to gain in this rivalry, and
very little to lose.
Jet Black (Main Feuds: Marvelous Mike, FnKen)
After breaking his silence a couple of years back, Jet Black has gone back to his quiet ways. He no longer
speaks. Jet Black has also seemed a bit off as of late. Those close to him aren’t quite sure what is going on.
He will usually let either his partner or Bob Hagar be his mouthpiece and just seems to be along for the ride.
Jet Black very rarely competes in singles matches these days as he has been focused on his tag team work
with Navy Blue as the Black and Blue Crew.
Navy Blue (Main Feuds: FnKen, Marvelous Mike)
Even though Navy Blue has had a lot of success as a singles wrestler, he is now 100 percent committed to his
tag team with Jet Black. Blue is concerned with his partner as of late as Jet Black has been displaying odd
behavior. Navy Blue is hoping that focusing on the team will help bring Jet Black back from whatever dark
place he has gone to.
Rachel-Gwen Sanders (Main Feuds: Cheri Cola, La Belleza)
Robert Hagar-Knight’s “girlfriend” continues to keep him around for her own personal gain. It is clear to
everyone, but Robert, that she is using him to stay on the main NDW roster. Sanders will continue to be a
thorn in the side of her high school rival, Cheri Cola. She is also one of the main targets of La Belleza after
Sanders debuted by attacking the unsuspecting La Belleza who was about to give Cheri Cola a haircut.
Sanders continues to team with Eliza Delight as Throwbacks.
Eliza Delight (Main Feuds: Cheri Cola, La Belleza)
The other half of Throwbacks, Eliza Delight is having the time of her life! She really doesn’t have a whole lot to
do, but she is a part of one of the most influential teams in NDW. After buying her friendship with Rachel-Gwen
Sanders, she finds herself positioned for success. That is if she can hold onto her hair with La Belleza coming
for it!
THE BIRDS OF PREY
Falcon Parker (Main Feuds: C.M. Peck, Buck Blake, B.A. Jerk)
Falcon Parker has been having fun at C.M. Peck’s expense for years now. Many believe that Parker is
responsible for Cardinal Maximoff’s breakdown that led to the formation of the Denomination. Now Falcon
Parker has to face off against the monster he created. Parker is up to the challenge as he has been one of the
most consistent high flyers in NDW. However, C.M. Peck’s new attitude makes him a bit unpredictable.
Eagle Richards (Main Feuds: Buck Blake, C.M. Peck, B.A. Jerk)
The crafty veteran, Eagle Richards has his work cut out for him against the rule-breaking Buck Blake. Eagle
Richards is one of the most experienced wrestlers in NDW and knows all of the tricks, but Buck Blake is proud
of being the biggest cheater to ever step into a wrestling ring. Eagle Richards will need to stay one step ahead
if he is going to be able to compete against such a dirty wrestler.
C. Hawk McCoy (Main Feuds: B.A. Jerk, Buck Blake, C.M. Peck)

Calvin “Hawk” McCoy is a former professional gravity ball player. He set his team’s all-time rushing record in
just a four-year career. He was the biggest running back to ever play the game! After a shoulder injury cut his
gravity ball playing days short, he decided to train at The Last Knight’s Knight School Wrestling Academy
under the guidance of Eagle Richards.
Now donning a mask and taking the name C. Hawk McCoy, he has joined the Birds of Prey! Hawk was already
in line to replace Cardinal Maximoff before he had a breakdown and became C.M. Peck. C.M. Peck was
shocked to find this out when the big man broke up the introduction of the Denomination by saving his fallen
stablemates before any real damage was done.
C. Hawk McCoy has a completely different style than the rest of the Birds of Prey. Since he is such a large
man, he uses a lot of powerful moves. This is a great contrast in comparison to the other members of the team.
He still tries to use the signature move of the group, Crushing Talon! If he hits it, it could be the end for his
opponent, but if C. Hawk misses, the opponent can change the direction of the match.
Eagle Richards, Falcon Parker, and C. Hawk McCoy still use the Freebird Rule in tag team matches, where
any two members can make up the tag team. Adding a powerhouse like C. Hawk McCoy to the mix with the
high-flying Falcon Parker and technically sound Eagle Richards will make for some strategic matchups.
In his first year, C. Hawk McCoy will be put against B.A. Jerk, the biggest member of the Denomination! When
these two big men square off in singles or tag team matches, it is sure to be a hard-hitting battle.
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
Hawk Hang Glider - crucifix airplane spine
Osprey Wingspan - fall away slam
Kingfisher Clutch - stump puller submission
Crushing Talon - seated senton
BUZZARD BREAKER - torture rack
RAPTOR CLAW - claw hold
Raven Stark (Main Feud: La Belleza)
There is a new threat to Raven Stark, the Denomination’s La Belleza and her giant pair of scissors! Raven
Stark has a physical advantage over La Belleza, but La Belleza is a ring veteran who always seems to find a
way to win. Raven Stark was always kind to Cardinal Maximoff. Even when the other Birds of Prey members
would poke fun at him, Raven never joined in on their hazing.
THE DENOMINATION
C.M. Peck (Main Feuds: Falcon Parker, Eagle Richards, C. Hawk McCoy)
After spending years with the Birds of Prey team, being forced into matches against women, always pushed
aside by his teammates, and overall feeling unappreciated, Cardinal Maximoff made a bold move and
challenged Bomb Chelle to one more match. He was so sure that he would win, that he put his mask and
identity on the line. He lost! In the aftermath, he was forced to unmask. He was revealed to be an AniMan
parakeet all along!
Growing up Cardinal Maximoff, whose real name is Maximoff Peck, was always embarrassed to be such a
small bird growing up amongst real birds of prey. When he came of age, he left for Earth, where he found
religion and joined a monastery in Arizona. It was there where he began to wear a mask and pose as a human.

Maximoff dedicated his life to the church and even became an actual Cardinal. Now that he has been exposed
as an AniMan, Cardinal Maximoff has abbreviated his name to C.M. Peck, with Peck being his legal surname.
Peck is preparing NDW for the arrival of his leader, who he refers to as “Him” or “He”. To do this, C.M. Peck
has surrounded himself with a group of misfits called the Denomination. Peck has used his words wisely to win
over folks who really did not have much else. He has given people with little direction, a purpose within NDW,
to help build the Denomination. He has recruited a big man in B.A. Jerk, a veteran tough guy Buck Blake, and
a female star with a lot of potential, La Belleza.
Each of these individuals has their own quirks. B.A. Jerk is very prideful and loves the spotlight and has always
sought attention wherever he can get it. Buck Blake is a glutton for punishment who is at home in some of the
most violent matches. La Belleza has always envied other women, especially those who have gotten the
attention of men. Together this band of misfits can be a huge threat to NDW.
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
Crushing Talon - seated senton
Bound by Grace - octopus stretch
Saint Andrew’s Cross - diving crossbody block
Perching Bulldog - springboard bulldog out of the corner
Zygodactyl Dropkick - basket dropkick
PIOUS PLUCKING - crossface submission with repeated elbow strikes
Buck Blake (Main Feuds: Eagle Richards, C. Hawk McCoy, Falcon Parker)
After an intervention by C.M. Peck, Buck Blake now realizes that he and B.A. Jerk have been put into a
situation by NDW to keep them under control. As long as these two notorious rule-breakers were fighting
against each other, the rest of NDW didn’t need to worry about them. Now that these two are friends, they form
the tag team, Bucking Jerks in battle against the Birds of Prey.
B.A. Jerk (Main Feuds: C. Hawk McCoy, Eagle Richards, Falcon Parker)
The fact that C.M. Peck has converted B.A. Jerk is a true testament to his charisma. B.A. Jerk and Buck Blake
have buried the hatchet with the help of C.M. Peck, who has shown that together they can dominate NDW.
This new rule-breaking duo have the NDW Tag Team Championships on their mind. B.A. Jerk promises to
present the title belts to the Denomination. In singles matches B.A. Jerk squares off with the big man from the
Birds of Prey, C. Hawk McCoy.
La Belleza (Main Feuds: Raven Stark, Cheri Cola, Rachel-Gwen Sanders, Eliza Delight)
Having friends is something that is new for La Belleza, who has made many enemies on the NDW roster. She
is still determined to humiliate Cheri Cola, Rachel-Gwen Sanders, and Eliza Delight by giving them unwanted
haircuts, but La Belleza also has a new set of goals. Her association with The Denomination has made La
Belleza a new rival in Raven Stark. Many believe this feud is a mismatch, but La Belleza pledges to offer the
hair of Raven Stark to C.M. Peck as a sacrifice to The Denomination.
THE PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY
Biordi (Main Feuds: Jon Heel, Fallout Joe)
Biordi finds himself in a tough spot as the leader of the Protectors of the Galaxy. His second in command,
KnightFall, disappeared during the Shadow Event. Now Biordi finds himself torn between leading the team

against the Deadly Alliance and finding his lost teammate. Biordi will continue his quest to run the violent
Deadly Alliance out of NDW by targeting their leader, Jon Heel. Biordi may have a lot on his mind, but he will
always make time to take on his most hated enemies.
“TNT” Jesse Lee (Main Feuds: Fallout Joe, Jon Heel, Headhunter Travis Deadly)
Biordi followed several independent promotions while he was searching for a replacement for the missing
KnightFall. Biordi wanted someone he could count on to carry the team for a little while. “TNT” Jesse Lee is
just the man for the job. While the other members of the Protectors of the Galaxy are distracted by their own
personal losses from the Shadow Event, Jesse Lee has no ties to the men and women who are missing.
“TNT” Jesse Lee is a student of the game. He is a lifelong fan of professional wrestling and has modeled his
in-ring style after some of the more popular wrestlers he has enjoyed watching. This has caused many to give
him the unflattering nickname of “The Mark”. Meant to be insulting, Jesse Lee doesn’t mind it at all! In fact, he
has embraced it! “The Mark” t-shirts are a best-seller at all NDW live events. Jesse Lee is laughing all the way
to the bank with those royalty checks.
Jesse Lee has an explosive moveset! That’s where he got the “TNT” moniker. Whether it be sudden strikes or
quick drops and drivers meant to knock the wind out of his opponents, Jesse Lee has many ways he can beat
you. He is also known to lure an unsuspecting opponent in for a devastating surprise finisher he calls, ALL
OUT BLAST! He is able to come back with this move when he appears to be beaten.
Fallout Joe was the first member of the Deadly Alliance to call out Jesse Lee! Their feud is sure to turn a lot of
heads in NDW. Jesse Lee also wanted to take on the leader of the Deadly Alliance, Jon Heel. On top of that,
Jesse Lee poked fun at Headhunter Travis Deadly after his departure from the Deadly Alliance. Travis didn’t
take those comments lightly and plans on making “TNT” eat his words. This newcomer has come to NDW with
guns blazing, targeting a lot of the top guys.
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
Detonator Switch - code breaker
Nitro Neck Vice - triangle choke
Dynamite DDT - tornado DDT from the corner
Thirty-Winged Angel - spinning one-winged angel
C4 NECKBREAKER - modified neck drop
ALL OUT BLAST - kip up into neckbreaker
The Cheese (Main Feud: Bob N64)
Nobody is more depressed by the Shadow Event than The Cheese, who feels responsible for causing it.
Although nobody is blaming him, The Cheese is still beating himself up over the whole thing. He is dedicating
his time away from the ring to research in extra-dimensional travel. He hopes to find a way to bring everyone
back, if that is even possible. He keeps telling himself that they are all alive. To help clear his mind, The
Cheese is taking out his frustrations against Bob N64.
Gretchen The Great (Main Feud: Guillotina)
Now that her teammates have vanished, Gretchen The Great has joined the Protectors of the Galaxy in hopes
that she can help them reverse the effects of the Shadow Event with her magic. She is also baffled as to why
she was the only member of her team that was unaffected by the Shadow Event. Gretchen is squaring off
against the Deadly Alliance’s newest female recruit, Guillotina.

Captain Adam: Space Pirate (Main Feuds: Hot Date Perry, Lance Romance)
The Space Pirate is looking for treasure wherever his trusty metal detector will lead him! More specifically,
Adam is looking for fragments of the Propylaea. So far, no trace of that mystical item has been found. Every
week, Adam returns to Paris, the site of the Shadow Event, and looks for anything that might help them
reverse the effects of the event. He is also teaming with Rob Craig on the weekends at NDW shows.
Rob Craig (Main Feuds: Lance Romance, Hot Date Perry)
Rob Craig is livid! The Shadow Event has caused Jibbs Warrior to disappear. Because of these events, it has
been revealed that Jibbs Warrior is Rob’s son from the future. Rob Craig has suspended his mission to capture
all the gold in NDW and is instead focused on finding out what happened to the victims of the Shadow Event.
He wanted to force Mee’la Twi’ek and Wheebo Rodes to answer for their involvement, but they haven’t been
seen since the day of the tragic event. Rob will still team with Captain Adam as the Treasure Hunters to take
on the newly formed Wingmen.

THE DEADLY ALLIANCE
Jon Heel (Main Feuds: Biordi, “TNT” Jesse Lee)
Jon Heel is accompanying his wrestlers to the ring less and less as he focuses mainly on his in-ring career.
Heel feels like the Deadly Alliance has to regroup and get back on track to take over NDW. Standing in his way
are Biordi and the Protectors of the Galaxy. However, the Protectors are distracted as the Shadow Event has
left the team reeling. Jon Heel believes this is their best opportunity to defeat their enemies.
Fallout Joe (Main Feuds: “TNT” Jesse Lee, Biordi, Headhunter Travis Deadly)
The most violent member of the Deadly Alliance, Fallout Joe, is ready to take on the explosive newcomer,
“TNT” Jesse Lee. Unlike the rest of the Protectors, Jesse Lee is more focused on the in-ring dealings of NDW,
while the rest of the Protectors are worried about the Shadow Event. Fallout Joe is looking forward to the
competition. Joe wants to beat Lee while he is at his best. That way there will be no excuses when Joe takes
Jesse Lee out! Fallout Joe also continues to team with Bob N64 from time to time as the Super Gamer
Brothers.
Bob N64 (Main Feud: The Cheese, rRagingRhino)
The resident tech support of the Deadly Alliance has a score to settle with The Cheese! Bob N64 is jealous of
the technological breakthrough The Cheese made for tracing cosmic energy. Now, Bob wants to beat him up in
the ring. Bob N64 also seems annoyed by rRagingRhino for some odd reason. It probably has something to do
with all the cameras buzzing around. When he is not fighting in singles matches, Bob N64 teams with his
Super Gamer Brothers partner, Fallout Joe.
Guillotina (Main Feud: Gretchen The Great)
When Gretchen The Great joined the Protectors of the Galaxy, the Deadly Alliance held open auditions for
women wrestlers interested in joining their team. When Guillotina signed up, Jon Heel canceled the auditions
because he knew that they found the perfect fit! Guillotina is ruthless and skilled, making her a perfect fit for the
Deadly Alliance. Gretchen is much taller than Guillotina, which will give her a physical advantage over the
much smaller Guillotina. However, Guillotina is used to being the runt of the litter and looks forward to the
chance to silence her critics, especially the Aethran authority.
Hot Date Perry (Main Feuds: Captain Adam: Space Pirate, Rob Craig, Headhunter Travis Deadly)

When Jon Heel announced that Hot Date Perry had been signed to the Deadly Alliance, a lot of people were
confused. On the other hand, one person was furious! Headhunter Travis Deadly immediately quit the team
when it was announced that Hot Date Perry was coming onboard.
Hot Date Perry, whether deserved or not, has a reputation for being unreliable. In the past, Hot Date Perry has
been known to not show up for various events. It was always assumed that he was on a hot date, but those
accusations have never been confirmed. Hot Date Perry never gave any excuses. This reputation has caused
NDW officials to hesitate in offering a contract to Hot Date Perry. However, Hot Date Perry, or HDP, as he is
called by those closest to him, swears that is the past. Now he is a new man and he’s ready to prove it!
At first glance, Hot Date Perry and Lance Romance hated each other! They saw each other as direct
competition with the ladies. After one night out together, that all changed. They were the perfect wingman for
each other and the women were plenty. Ever since that first outing, Lance Romance and Hot Date Perry have
been inseparable and formed the Wingmen, the Deadly Alliance’s newest top tag team.
Hot Date Perry claims that he was Headhunter Travis Deadly’s replacement on the Deadly Alliance, even
though Travis quit because of HDP’s addition to the team. These two men will be involved in a bitter side feud
when Hot Date Perry isn’t teaming with Lance Romance against the Treasure Hunters.
Now that he is a full-fledged member of the NDW roster, Hot Date Perry is on a mission to prove himself
against all comers. He is also working to gain the trust of his Wingmen tag team partner, Lance Romance.
“Black and Blue” Bob Hagar even gave HDP an ultimatum. If Hot Date Perry can make it to ten straight
bookings without missing an event, Bob Hagar will give Hot Date Perry his own live talk show on Friday nights,
the Hot Date Motel!
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
Leisure Suit Lariat - ripcord clothesline
Sleazy-Sault - springboard moonsault
Repugnant Elbow Drop - rebounding elbow drop
Sordid Suplex - float-over belly to back suplex
Dirty Driver - Death Valley Driver
GETTING IT IN - inverted atomic drop from the second rope
Lance Romance (Main Feuds: Rob Craig, Captain Adam: Space Pirate, Headhunter Travis Deadly)
Now that Headhunter Travis Deadly has left the Deadly Alliance, his former tag team partner, Lance Romance,
is teaming with the newest Alliance member, Hot Date Perry. How long will it be before Perry no-shows a big
event and leaves his Wingmen tag partner out to dry? The other members of the team are always on standby,
just in case this happens. Lance also has a score to settle against Travis Deadly, who Lance Romance calls a
quitter and that the team is better without him!
GALACTIC HEROINES
Bobbi Jo Boxer (Main Feud: Bomb Chelle)
The Queen of Knockouts is ready to knock out her newest foe, Bomb Chelle as the Galactic Heroines are set
to take on the newly formed Terror Trilogy. Bobbi Jo Boxer is a true force in the PWOTG division. Like a lot of
others within NDW, the Heroines are dealing with the disappearance of a teammate, with theirs being Goddess
Galene. Bobbi Jo is convinced that Galene is alive and well somewhere, since she is immortal.

Lioness (Main Feuds: Contessa, Marsha Quagmire)
Lioness finds herself teaming with the newest member of the team, Bunny Hop. These two women make up
the new Wild Side tag team. Lioness is one of the biggest and toughest members of the PWOTG roster, but
she is putting her singles career on hold in order to break in her tag team partner in NDW. Contessa and
Marsha Quagmire better not look past Wild Side because Lioness is an absolute force to be reckoned with.
Bunny Hop (Main Feud: Marsha Quagmire, Contessa)
Bunny Hop is an odd story. She grew up on Earth obsessed with the AniMen of Andromeda. She became so
obsessed that she started to believe that she actually was an AniMan who had been trapped on Earth her
entire life. She took on the identity of Bunny Hop, the powerful pink bunny of Andromeda 13.
Bunny Hop has done such a good job of convincing herself that she was from Andromeda that others started
to believe it as well. Some AniMen, like Monolith, appear to be more human than animal, perhaps that’s the
case with Bunny Hop? At least that’s what a lot of people have been saying. The people closest to her, like
Lioness, just aren’t sure what to believe. Bunny Hop is fun-loving and a joy to be around, so people don’t really
seem to care and accept her for who she is.
Bunny Hop tried out and was accepted as the replacement for Goddess Galene on the Galactic Heroines!
Bobbi Jo Boxer and Lioness realize that she has a lot to learn, but are willing to take a chance on the
newcomer. They both admire her for her enthusiasm and willingness to learn.
Now that she is a member of the Galactic Heroines, Bunny Hop finds herself in a dream tag team with one of
her idols, Lioness. Together the two of AniWomen are Wild Side! Lioness is hoping that being on the team
together will help teach Bunny Hop the tricks of the trade since she is quite new to the ring. However, they will
have their hands full with the savage brawlers of Contessa and Marsha Quagmire, the Horror Show!
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
Thumper - double foot stomp
Down the Rabbit Hole - springboard reverse DDT
Pink Nightmare - cobra clutch
Bop ‘Em on the Head - overhand chop to the head
FOLLOW THE WHITE RABBIT - leapfrog standing leg drop
THE TERROR TRILOGY
Bomb Chelle (Main Feud: Bobbi Jo Boxer)
With nowhere else to go, Bomb Chelle finds herself teaming with Contessa and Marsha Quagmire in the Terror
Trilogy. Bomb Chelle has been on a new team every year in NDW, and at the end of each year, she finds
herself cast aside. After her friendship with Rajah Ring Royalty got weird and Oolahg vanished during the
Shadow Event, she decided to disband Those Left Behind. Now Bomb Chelle finds herself across the ring from
Bobbi Jo Boxer as a co-leader of the Terror Trilogy.
Contessa (Main Feuds: Lioness, Bunny Hop)
Contessa lost a teammate when Social Butterfly became a cocoon, and another when Guillotina jumped ship
to the Deadly Alliance. Since then she officially disbanded Wonderfully Wicked and formed the Terror Trilogy.
Contessa co-leads the team with Bomb Chelle while forming a tag team with Marsha Quagmire. She hopes
that this newly formed team will defeat the Galactic Heroines, especially Lioness!

Marsha Quagmire (Main Feuds: Bunny Hop, Lioness)
When her fiance Murky Waters disappeared during the Shadow Event, Marsha Quagmire had no direction.
Waters was able to control the savage, Marsha, but without him, she has become a real beast. Contessa has
been able to calm the beast just enough to tag with her as the Horror Show. Marsha is set to make an example
out of the newcomer, Bunny Hop.
Rajah Ring Royalty has made advances toward Marsha Quagmire, but she followed up with a swift kick to the
netherregions and scared him off.
THE NEW MASKED ASSASSINS
Lamiax (Main Feuds: Candy Apple, Jacklyn Snow)
The most improved team of the year has to be the New Masked Assassins. When Halloween Hank was
unceremoniously removed from the Holiday Horror ranks, Lamiax was there to offer him a spot on the team.
Add in Kymerra, Lamiax’s new tag team partner, and you have a real powerhouse of a team. Lamiax still plans
to build her roster even more. Standing in their way of completely dominating NDW are Candy Apple and
Holiday Horror.
Kymerra (Main Feuds: Jacklyn Snow, Candy Apple)
Many promoters have been pairing Lamiax with Kymerra in various independent organizations around the
world. Recently Kymerra has been taking more bookings with NDW, and Lamiax thought she was a good fit for
the New Masked Assassins. Kymerra and Lamiax form the tag team, Demon Assassins. Kymerra adds a
serious threat to the already stacked Assassins team.
Halloween Hank (Main Feuds: Dark Eros, Pete Cottontail)
The addition of Halloween Hank to the New Masked Assassins gives the team instant credibility. Hank is a
former NDW Dimensional Champion and one of the toughest competitors in the promotion. Many speculate as
to why Hank was so willing to give up his spot as the leader of Holiday Horror without much of a dispute.
However, he has no problems competing against his old team now, especially the newcomer, Dark Eros.
Halloween Hank also has beef with Pete Cottontail over who the true face of horror truly is!
Red Scare (Main Feuds: Pete Cottontail, Unlucky)
Red Scare and Pitt Viper have had a lot of success as a tag team as of late, coming close to winning the NDW
Tag Team titles on multiple occasions. This year, Red Scare and Pitt Viper are only going to form a part-time
tag team as Red Scare wants to go after a singles title. Pitt Viper is fine with this and will often accompany his
partner to the ring. He has a lot to prove against the members of Holiday Horror!
Pitt Viper (Main Feuds: Unlucky, Pete Cottontail)
Now that Red Scare is more focused on a singles career, Pitt Viper also finds himself competing in more
singles matches as well. Pitt Viper still teams with Red Scare on occasion, but lately has been serving as a
ringside advisor more than anything. In fact, when he is able, Pitt Viper will go to the ring with all the members
of the New Masked Assassins. This can cause trouble for their opponents. When he does take a match now
and then, Pitt Viper loves to fight against Unlucky!

HOLIDAY HORROR
Candy Apple (Main Feuds: Lamiax, Kymerra)
Candy Apple is a deranged and sick individual! There is no one on the NDW roster who enjoys inflicting pain
on their foes quite like Candy Apple. What is it about this woman, or who sent her, that had someone as
intimidating as Halloween Hank, give up leadership of Holiday Horror without a fight? For right now, that
remains to be a mystery.
Candy Apple comes to us from The Big Apple, New York City! She is a tough as nails street brawler with no
regard for her opponent’s safety. She enjoys the screams of agony from her opponents so much that she is
usually laughing throughout her matches. This often makes the opponent across the ring more than a little
unnerved, which Candy Apple uses to her advantage. Candy Apple also carries a large golden cane, with a
giant golden apple on the end of it to the ring. She is not afraid to smash an opponent over the head with it.
There is no questioning her leadership. All of the members of Holiday Horror quickly fell in line and accepted
Candy Apple as their new leader. Is this because they believe in Candy Apple, or do they fear her or who sent
her to take command? Only time will tell. Her origin is still a bit of a mystery, but there is definitely something
about Candy Apple that makes people want to follow her. Candy Apple has come to NDW so that the once
feared Holiday Horror team will be feared and respected again.
Holiday Horror’s first order of business under Candy Apple’s lead is to eliminate the New Masked Assassins.
There does not seem to be a reason, other than Halloween Hank being on the team. Candy Apple has formed
a new tag team with Jacklyn Snow, Hellfire and Ice. They are set to take on the female tag team of Lamiax and
Kymerra, Demon Assassins.
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
All Hallows’ Eve - double-underhook DDT
Apple Peeler - jaw lock
Rotten to the Core - inverted neckbreaker drop
Caramel Grip - rear-naked choke
Orchard Harvest - spinning Death Valley Driver
BOB FOR APPLES - sit-out facebuster
CANDY CRUSH - golden apple cane shot to the head
Jacklyn Snow (Main Feuds: Kymerra, Lamiax)
Jacklyn Snow isn’t used to having another female around Holiday Horror, but welcomes the idea. There is a
petition to create tag team titles for the women in NDW, and Jacklyn hopes to be the first to win those titles
alongside her tag team partner, Candy Apple! Hellfire and Ice make a very tough team to contend with. With
Jacklyn Snow’s new lease on life as a member of the team, she is ready to turn some heads after being
overlooked by some over the years.
Dark Eros (Main Feud: Halloween Hank)
The newest member of Holiday Horror is here to set the record straight, he is not a chubby little baby in a
diaper trying to make people fall in love! That’s Cupid! Dark Eros is the Greek god of love and desire. Eros is
sick and tired of being confused with his Roman counterpart and has come to NDW to show the world he is not
to be taken lightly.

Dark Eros uses his power over lust purely for his own personal gain. Backstage at NDW shows, it is not
uncommon to see flocks of women and men lined up to see Eros. He uses his powers over lust to make these
people full of desire for him and uses them however he sees fit. This has caught the eye of many in NDW, who
see this as a disgusting abuse of power and completely immoral. Dark Eros claims that he has nothing to do
with it, that people just love him. He has a bit of a cult following and loves every second of it.
Throughout the years, Dark Eros has gotten himself in plenty of trouble with the use of his powers. Many
jealous lovers have made attempts on his life. As a result, his wings are tattered and broken, limiting his flight
to only a few feet off the ground. However, being a Greek god has made him quite difficult to kill, or even
injure.
Now that Halloween Hank is out of Holiday Horror, this leaves the top singles spot to Dark Eros, who is set to
battle the former leader of the team. Many see this as a mismatch, but don’t sell Dark Eros short. He has much
to prove and will never back down from a fight!
One person who has found an interest in Dark Eros is Rajah Ring Royalty. Rajah has come to Dark Eros for
help in breaking the curse that has turned him into a frog. Eros refuses to help Rajah, but Rajah has been
relentless in his pursuit to find true love. Dark Eros just continues to dismiss him, claiming it doesn’t work like
that! It appears Dark Eros is just waiting for the offers from Rajah to be more beneficial. Either that, or Dark
Eros finds Rajah’s desperation to be entertaining, in his own sick way.
MOVE DESCRIPTIONS:
Grecian Sleeper Grip - sleeper hold
Erotes Knee Smash - flying knee to the head
Love Scars - series of knife-edge chops
Psyche Super-Plex - top-rope suplex while in flight
BROKEN WINGS - double underhook crossface
Pete Cottontail (Main Feuds: Red Scare, Pitt Viper, Halloween Hank)
The now longest tenured member of Holiday Horror, Pete Cottontail has a new outlook on his place on the
team. At first he was disappointed by the firing of his tag partner, Roadkill Raccoon, but he would never
question the authority of Candy Apple. Instead Pete has decided to embrace his new chance at tag team
success with Unlucky as the March Maniacs!
Unlucky (Main Feuds: Pitt Viper, Red Scare)
Nobody has benefitted from the effects of the Shadow Event quite like Unlucky. It seems this down-on-his-luck
leprechaun finally caught a break when his giant adversary, Adam Prometheus vanished from this dimension.
Now Unlucky is teaming with Pete Cottontail as the March Maniacs. It also appears that Unlucky may have a
crush on his new team leader, Candy Apple. He’s always had a thing for redheads.
OTHERS
Headhunter Travis Deadly (Main Feuds: Fallout Joe, Hot Date Perry, Lance Romance, “TNT” Jesse Lee)
Still out to injure and take out as many wrestlers as he can,Headhunter Travis Deadly has a new batch of
targets, his old teammates in the Deadly Alliance! When Hot Date Perry was added to the team, Headhunter
had seen enough and moved on. Travis has become a one-man hit squad who plans to pick off his old buddies
one by one, starting with the leader of the team, Jon Heel. Feeling underappreciated and cast aside, Travis
Deadly is on a mission to destroy the team he helped create. Travis Deadly also finds himself at odds with

Protectors of the Galaxy newcomer, “TNT” Jesse Lee, who mocked Travis on social media for leaving the
Deadly Alliance.
Rajah Ring Royalty (Main Feuds: The White Knight, Robert Hagar-Knight)
Becoming more and more desperate to find true love, Rajah Ring Royalty has become obsessed. He is feeling
more animalistic by the day. This has led him to target the two men on the roster who are in relationships with
women on the roster, The White Knight, who is now engaged to Cheri Cola, and Robert Hagar-Knight who is
with Rachel-Gwen Sanders. Rajah has sought the help from Dark Eros, but Dark Eros refuses to get involved.
Lambert (Main Feuds: Hunter Green, rRagingRhino)
Tired of all the hype leading up to Hunter Green’s debut, Lambert worked with his old rival, Lord Nigel
Turnbuckle III to prevent Hunter Green from arriving at NDW. Now that Hunter Green has arrived and
Lambert’s guilt was made public, he was quickly kicked out of Hagar’s Soldiers. Lambert blames rRagingRhino
for this and wants to take him out for ruining his plans.
Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III (Main Feuds: rRagingRhino, Hunter Green)
After spending years at odds with Lambert, due to Lambert’s association with Bob Hagar, Lord Nigel
Turnbuckle III has pulled off his master plan. He destroyed Hagar’s Soldiers from within by paying off their top
guy, Lambert, to take out their up-and-coming star, Hunter Green. It was easy for Lord Turnbuckle to pull this
off as Lambert was not having much success and Lord Turnbuckle has very deep pockets. Together these
giant Englishmen for the tag team, British Invasion.
rRagingRhino (Main Feuds: Lambert, Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III, Bob N64)
Out to prove himself as a top prospect for Hagar’s Soldiers, rRagingRhino plans to take on the men who
conspired and put Hunter Green on the shelf for a year, Lambert and Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III, the British
Invasion. rRagingRhino thinks this will prove to Bob Hagar that he should be put onto the team. This
two-on-one feud may see the newcomer in over his head. To make matters worse, Bob N64 has also taken
issue with rRagingRhino!
In the very least, Bob Hagar has guaranteed rRagingRhino a spot in this year’s Gary Atkinson Memorial
Tournament as a reward for solving the case of who attacked Hunter Green. Although that wasn’t what
rRagingRhino had initially agreed to.

NO LONGER ACTIVE IN NDW
NAME

STATUS

Adam Prometheus

missing since The Shadow Event

Battle Axe

missing since The Shadow Event

Broadsword

missing since The Shadow Event

Goddess Galene

missing since The Shadow Event

Jibbs Warrior

missing since The Shadow Event

KnightFall

missing since The Shadow Event

Lycan Moon

missing since The Shadow Event

Mee’la Twi’ek

Left NDW, awaiting further orders

Murky Waters

missing since The Shadow Event

Ooolahg

missing since The Shadow Event

Social Butterfly

in a cocoon

Roadkill Raccoon

fired by Candy Apple

Vladimir Plasma

missing since The Shadow Event

Wheebo Rodes

left NDW, awaiting further orders

OFFICIAL BORN AGAIN 2136 ROSTER OF TEAMS
TEAM

SINGLES

TAG TEAMS

THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
(The Last Knight)

Crimson Shadow
The White Knight
Kung Fu Chris
Di-Smash
Cheri Cola
Marvelous Mike
FnKen

Super Heavyweights (FnKen and Marvelous Mike)

HAGAR’S SOLDIERS
(“Black and Blue” Bob Hagar)

Hunter Green
Robert Hagar-Knight
León Volador
Hot Pink
Jet Black
Navy Blue
Rachel-Gwen Sanders
Eliza Delight

Black and Blue Crew (Jet Black and Navy Blue)
Throwbacks (Rachel-Gwen Sanders and Eliza Delight)

THE BIRDS OF PREY

Falcon Parker
Eagle Richards
C. Hawk McCoy
Raven Stark

Birds of Prey (C. Hawk McCoy, Falcon Parker, and Eagle Richards)
Freebird Rule

THE DENOMINATION

C.M. Peck
Buck Blake
B.A. Jerk
La Belleza

Bucking Jerks (Buck Blake and B.A. Jerk)

THE PROTECTORS OF THE GALAXY

Biordi
“TNT” Jesse Lee
The Cheese
Gretchen The Great
Rob Craig
Captain Adam: Space Pirate

Treasure Hunters (Rob Craig and Captain Adam: Space Pirate)

THE DEADLY ALLIANCE

Jon Heel
Fallout Joe
Bob N64
Guillotina
Hot Date Perry
Lance Romance

Super Gamer Brothers (Fallout Joe and Bob N64)
Wingmen (Hot Date Perry and Lance Romance)

GALACTIC HEROINES

Bobbi Jo Boxer
Lioness
Bunny Hop

Wild Side (Lioness and Bunny Hop)

THE TERROR TRILOGY

Bomb Chelle
Contessa
Marsha Quagmire

Horror Show (Contessa and Marsha Quagmire)

THE NEW MASKED ASSASSINS

Lamiax
Kymerra
Halloween Hank
Red Scare
Pitt Viper

Demon Assassins (Lamiax and Kymerra)
Masked Assassins (Red Scare and Pitt Viper)

HOLIDAY HORROR

Candy Apple
Jacklyn Snow
Dark Eros
Pete Cottontail
Unlucky

Hellfire and Ice (Candy Apple and Jacklyn Snow)
March Maniacs (Pete Cottontail and Unlucky)

OTHERS

Headhunter Travis Deadly
Rajah Ring Royalty
Lambert
Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III
rRagingRhino

British Invasion (Lambert and Lord Nigel Turnbuckle III)

EPILOGUE
Meanwhile in The Shadow Land…
A dark shadow covers the sky that is followed by a brilliant flash of light. As the light fades several figures begin to
materialize. They are transparent at first, but slowly become more visible. First Ooolahg appears and is quickly followed
by Goddess Galene. Next are the missing members of the Monster Mash team, Vladimir Plasma, Adam Prometheus,
Murky Waters, and Lycan Moon. In the middle of the monsters, Jibbs Warrior emerges. All the displaced wrestlers look
around at each other overtaken with confusion. Then Battle Axe and Broadsword appear in a bolt of lightning. Battle Axe
appears to be gravely injured. Finally KnightFall is seen in the crowd. KnightFall turns to the group.
KnightFall: Welcome to the Shadow Land, boys… Now I need to get you all the hell out of here!
Vladimir Plasma: How did we get here?
Goddess Galene: Someone has been dabbling in forces that they do not understand.
Battle Axe: My… ax? Where is… my ax? I can save us...
KnightFall: Those ridiculous looking aliens destroyed it!
Broadsword: How? The Propylaea is unbreakable!
KnightFall: Yeah, well so is my Ring of Power, and it just happened to be inside your stupid ax! Mind telling me how it
ended up there?
Broadsword: The Propylaea has always been in my line of site. Your ring must have always been there?
KnightFall: You’re full of crap! I had that ring until about two years ago. Then, the next thing I know, I’m trapped in a
world that isn’t mine. My ring is missing, then he turns up with it inside a stupid ax! You better start explaining. Now!
Battle Axe is able to get to his knees. He is badly hurt and his breathing is labored.
Battle Axe: The Propylaea exists outside of time. Much like this land we have all found ourselves in. I think somehow,
your ring was always there.
Jibbs Warrior: So, you all are time travelers too? This is starting to make sense.
KnightFall: No, I’m no time traveler. I’m from an alternate world. This world!
Vladimir Plasma: I think the kid is on to something! I don’t think any of us belonged where we were just taken from.
Goddess Galene: The vampire is correct! Whatever those aliens did, they corrected their timeline. I am from the past just
like Ooolahg and the Mythical Warriors.. Jibbs is from the future. KnightFall, you just admitted that you were from this
reality. This does not explain the monsters. What are you not telling us?
Vladimir Plasma: Our story is ours to know, and you do not need to know what that is.
Murky Waters: Does it even matter? Let’s find the damn frog and get out of here. I need to get back to my fiance!
KnightFall, send us back!

KnightFall: Without my Ring of Power, I’m just a guy in some worthless armor. I don’t think there’s anything I can do.
Vlad, it’s time you came clean. Maybe we can figure out why you’re all here too.
Vladimir Plasma: Very well… Everything Rajah Ring Royalty has said is true! He is a prince who is under an
enchantment that turned him into a frog. He needs to find true love in order to return to his human form. The same
sorceress who cursed him, also sent him to a parallel earth. The one we just came from. All of us were sent there to keep
an eye on him by that sorceress. We had to ensure he never found love.
Jibbs Warrior: So you’re all from The Shadow Land too?
Lycan Moon: No! Someplace else. A land of monsters and magic!
Goddess Galene: That does not add up to me. You barely had any interaction with Rajah.
Murky Waters: That’s true! He was so helpless with women, that we didn’t need to do much to make sure the curse
wasn’t broken. Old web-feet took care of that on his own! He took a liking to Marsha Quagmire, so I intervened there. It
was easy, she fell madly in love with me at first glance! She’s easy on the eyes, so I was happy to take one for the team.
KnightFall: Alright loverboy, you mean to tell me that the four of you traveled across time and space to ruin a man’s life
and keep him from falling in love? That’s just stupid!
Vladimir Plasma: No, we saved the universe! If that evil toad were to ever break the curse, our world would cease to
exist. He is a terrible human being and if he were to ever become king, I don’t know if we would be able to survive his
wrath…
KnightFall: Really? You expect us to believe that? Rajah wouldn’t hurt a fly! The Last Knight brought the little guy to
NDW. Knight wouldn’t associate with this evil beast you’re describing. Come on!
Lycan Moon: It’s all an act! He is desperate for people to like him. He feels that will help him to rule.
Vladimir Plasma: What do we have to gain by lying about this? If all of us got pulled here, he’s got to be here too!
Adam Prometeus: Adam kill frogman!
Vladimir Plasma: Honestly, I think we may have to at this point.
KnightFall: Nobody is killing anyone! I don’t even think he’s here. Somehow, he got left behind!
Goddess Galene: A frog would return to the sea. If he is in the sea, I will know. He is not in the sea!
Vladimir Plasma: Okay… Then there are other forces at work here. I’m afraid that the world we just left behind is in
serious danger.
Suddenly a spotlight is shown on the ten figures that have just been transported to The Shadow Land. Soldiers surround
the group with their weapons drawn as helicopters descend on the transplanted NDW wrestlers!

TO BE CONTINUED IN NDW ROYAL COUP 2137!

EPILOGUE’S EPILOGUE
In another part of the Shadow Land, a perfectly normal looking raccoon scurries across a dark alley looking for trash!
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